Occupational hazards in the VC-PVC industry.
Overall, the results of the analysis of 12 studies of VC production and polymerization workers demonstrate an enormously elevated risk of liver malignancies, the possibility of a twofold increased risk of brain and central nervous system tumors and perhaps, also, of malignancies of the lymphatic and hematopoietic system. However, the role of other agents cannot be excluded in the etiology of nonhepatic malignancies. Bronchogenic carcinoma does not appear to be increased from exposures to VC monomer, although a relationship to PVC dust was suggested in one study. These conclusions must be considered in light of limited data on workers followed more than 25 years from onset of exposure. Considering the numbers of observed and expected deaths in all studies, it would appear that the excess of malignancies at nonhepatic sites is less than the excess of liver tumors. Data presented elsewhere in this volume (Nicholson and Henneberger, 1983) suggest that exposure reductions in 1974 may have virtually eliminated the VC-associated risk of liver cancer if the current U.S. standard is met. To the extent that VC exposure is associated with other cancers, a similar risk reduction would be expected. Raynaud's phenomenon, acroosteolysis, scleroderma-like skin lesions, hepato- and splenomegaly with noncirrhotic hepatic fibrosis, and severe portal hypertension have been associated with past heavy exposures to VC. Evidence exists that the liver disease and portal hypertension may progress following cessation of exposure. However, all of the above syndromes were found largely in heavily exposed individuals. Their occurrence would be much less likely in workers exposed only to concentrations currently allowed. Pulmonary deficits, X-ray abnormalities, and, perhaps, lung cancer have been associated with VC/PVC exposure. Because of the possible contribution of PVC dust to these findings, engineering controls during polymer drying, bagging and usage are warranted.